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State of Alabama Disclosure Statement
Procurement & Business Services

Overview
As of July 1st, 2017, Procurement and Business Services has implemented the requirement of
a completed and notarized disclosure statement to be included with any backup documentation
submitted for transactions in excess of $5,000.00. This includes transactions which involve
quotes, proposals, bids, contracts, or grant proposals.
Auburn University shall not enter into any contract or appropriate any public funds with any
person(s) who refuses to provide information required by Act 2001-955.
To access the State of Alabama Disclosure statement, please click on the following link:
http://www.auburn.edu/administration/business-finance/pdf/al-vendor-disclosure-statement.pdf
1) Before submitting the disclosure statement for review by PBS, please make sure
the following information is provided:
a. Entity Completing the Form, Address, & Telephone Number
b. Auburn University or AU Department receiving goods, services, or is responsible for
grant award, Address, & Telephone Number
c. The type of transaction for which the form is provided.
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2) If the answer to any question below is “YES,” all information requested must be
provided. If the answer is “NO,” please have the supplier list “N/A” as their response.
Please see below for an example of what this section may look like once it is completed.

*** It is important to note that while Auburn University will not validate the information
any supplier chooses to disclose, it is our responsibility to ensure all information
required to
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make this form “complete” is provided. Should any information be missing, PBS will
ask that the department submitting the disclosure statement request the missing
information from the supplier. ***

3) A representative from the supplier and a notary MUST sign and date the disclosure
statement prior to submission by the department. Along with the signature, a Notary Seal
and a Notary Expiration date must be present on the form. Should the notary use a crimper
for their seal, the department must ensure that the seal if visible when scanning and
uploading into any Self-Service system.
(The easiest way to ensure the crimper stamp is visible is to lightly shade it with a
pencil. This will allow for visibility once it is scanned.)

